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Besides exterieur, gait and conformation the interieur belongs to the characteristics of a breed as well.  

Interieur oft he peruvian paso espacially means: Willing to work, Gentleness, drawn to people and its 

often mentioned „Brio“, the very special proud impression.  

Why the term „interieur“ is needed for the description of a breed? Because besides gait, conformation 

and optic, the character is a main criteria to be confident with a horse or not. Today more and more 

problems with horses – even if not always the worst-  result from the handling with the horse. Each 

year thousands of horses are in specialists-training because the owners don´t feel capable to get 

along with their horses. Starting from massive disturbed behaviour and ending with fine correctures for 

example concerning the gait.  

Espacially a leisure horse as a peruvian paso which was bred as a horse, willingly to work, robust, for 

the comfortable covering of huge distances which owners still today are espacially trail and distance 

riders, the character is a very important criteria. The leisure rider does not want to do a daily fight with 

his horse. He regards his horse as a leisure partner and friend, often for a lifetime.  

All the more, we as a breeder who knew and loved these horses since nearly 30 years, are shocked 

how many people come to us, telling „Peruvian Paso, Isn´t this the breed with the problematic 

character?“. The most time these are interested people who want to draw their own picture regardless 

the common estimation. But how many gaited horse fans are there outside that follow this estimation? 

I even heard breeder collegues saying: The peruvian paso is not usable for children, for rider training 

or for beginners. Each time I am suprised.  

We regard the peruvian paso breed goal as mandatory: Not only to fullfil the requirements concerning 

the gait and the exterieur but also concerning the interieur. : A proud but willingly, friendly horse.  

Its right that the peruvian paso is a sensitive horse. It receives atmosphere variations of its rider very 

easy. But it is never a nervous, jittery horse. Perhaps a peruvian paso needs its time to lern to get trust 

in a person. Since he has learned, he will also in the frightenest situation stay cool if you just whisper 

reassuring in his ear. He does not tend to buckling, never leans on the bit and will never chooses to 

confront its rider.  

I don´t want to say with that, that these horses don´t exist at all. I just want to say that it does not 

appropriate his character. It is a not breed conform behaviour and results from wrong breeding horses 

or massive mistakes in the handling oft he horse. The origin user of the peruvian paso is the early 

peruvian farmer who often even children integrated in the daily farm work. Surely, he would have had 

low interest in a difficult or not trustable horse.  

If there are developments in some lines to these directions so you should ask yourself why. Similar to 

the today breed of Icelandics there are lines that focus the fast show success. Robustness, longliving 

and character are not focused with an important role anymore. Breeding is developing to horses  that 

are awesome to be shown from very professional riders on shows but not to be managed from the 

common rider anymore. Never mind, if they develope health issues with 10, too.  

But indeed, it is possible to breed horses with awesome gait usable for show as well as trail, spending 

fun for professionals as well as for beginners.  

We advocate the return and reflection of the traditional and classic breeding goals: Willingly, 

gentleness and robustness. It not a special breed. It is just the breed what the peruvian paso was 

once selected for.  

(*Sorry my translation mistakes, I tried hard) 


